
RATTLED: CHINA’S
HARDWARE HACK –
PRC’S RESPONSE
[NB: Note the byline. Portions of my content are
speculative. / ~Rayne]

The following analysis includes a copy of an
initial response Bloomberg Businessweek received
from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the
People’s Republic of China (PRC) in response to
its story, The Big Hack. In tandem with the
Bloomberg story this was published on October 4
at this link. PRC’s response is offset in
blockquote format. No signer was indicated in
the published response. Additional responses to
Bloomberg’s story will be posted separately.
__________

People’s Republic of China

China is a resolute defender of
cybersecurity.[1] It advocates for the
international community to work together
on tackling cybersecurity threats
through dialogue on the basis of mutual
respect, equality and mutual benefit.

[1] It’s hard to argue that PRC does not defend
its own cybersecurity resolutely.

[2] There are four themes here, at least:

— collaboration and ongoing dialog, but this
requires trust which are difficult to
develop without openness;
— mutuality, which again requires trust;
— equality, an insistence that footing of
those in dialog is level;
— benefit, implying a transactional nature.

This may be a very small paragraph but it is
heavily loaded and not for the kind of
lightweight, half-assed diplomacy we’ve seen
from this administration.
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Supply chain safety in cyberspace is an
issue of common concern, and China is
also a victim.[3] China, Russia, and
other member states of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization proposed an
“International code of conduct for
information security” to the United
Nations as early as 2011.[4] It included
a pledge to ensure the supply chain
security of information and
communications technology products and
services, in order to prevent other
states from using their advantages in
resources and technologies to undermine
the interest of other countries.[5] We
hope parties make less gratuitous
accusations and suspicions but conduct
more constructive talk and collaboration
so that we can work together in building
a peaceful, safe, open, cooperative and
orderly cyberspace.[6] —Translated by
Bloomberg News in Beijing[7]

[3] What is PRC alleging here? Are they accusing
the U.S. of compromising their supply chain?
Difficult for the American public to debate this
when it is so opaque though this comment may be
based directly on NSA interception of networking
equipment to be used in China as one example.
[4] What was happening between U.S. and Russia
at that point in time? PRC acts as if an
agreement to this code would happen in a vacuum.
[5] A dig at U.S.
[6] Another dig at U.S.
[7] There has been no apparent demand for
correction to any of this translation.

Like Supermicro’s response this one is very
short and effective, giving little away.


